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What should we watch tonight?
Why sometimes your favourite streaming service just cannot manage to recommend
anything interesting



This box is interactive! Hover over the different steps below to learn more







This box is interactive! Hover over the matrices below to learn how they are used to calculate the dot prod
make a recommendation)



This box is interactive! Adjust your preferences through the movie genre sliders for comedy and horror, an
on “Calculate Matrix Factorization” to see how your preferences align with those of your friends'

Let's consider the following example: you are planning a movie night with your friends Anna, Jonny, and K
know that Anna likes both horror movies and comedy, Jonny has a strong preference for comedy, and Kim
horror movies, but also enjoys comedy once in a while. To find a movie that everyone will enjoy, you are g
a recommender system based on the Matrix Factorization techniques described above.

How to read the results: to help you decide which movie to watch, look at the last row of the Matrix Factor
results. This row represents each movie's average predictive rating within your group.
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This box is interactive! The movies are represented by dots in the different sets and intersections of the Ve
The line that starts from the center of the circle represents the error (RMSE) that the model made in generati
prediction. Hover over one a point to discover the movie's name, its true rating, and its predicted scores from

Let's consider Xiao. He is a young writer, between 25-34 years old, living in the West Coast (USA). We wan
understand his preferences and what the two recommenders should, and have, recommended to him. To 
have retrieved the top 10 movies from both the recommendation models, and a set of movies that Xiao h
ranked 5. We examine the intersections of these sets by visualizing them in a Venn diagram, as described 
annotated legend above.
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Xiao's True and Predicted Ratings

Movies rated 5 by Xiao

EmbeddingFM

DeepFM
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